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Introduction
The DAIMON tool for risk categorization and decision aid is developed by Clausthal University of
Technology in cooperation with other DAIMON partners. For each detected munition object, the
software formulates risk analysis documents, involving facts about the localization and overall
state of the ammunition, the surrounding environment and state of biological pollution/damage.
Furthermore, it recommends possible actions, such as recovery and destruction, accumulation,
encapsulation, capping, blasting or non-action, including monitoring and costs thereof.
The DSS is an online software which can be used on any computer, taking into account a
multilevel security provisions given the sensitive content. Its users will be public institutions
dealing with the management of marine space (maritime, environmental, fishery, military) and
offshore economy stakeholders.
The brochure is showing 6 pilot cases: chemical munition in Bornholm, chemical munition
(buried) in Gdańsk Deep, conventional munition in German coastal waters, wreck with chemical
munition in Skagerrak/Måseskär, conventional munition in Gulf of Finland, wreck with
conventional munition,
The report for these cases include risk assessment, remediation options, and legal
considerations.
DSS was tested via project partners’ data from the databases stored on TUC server (location,
status, bio and chemical effects).
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1. Bornholm Deep, chemical munition

Fig. 1: Bornholm Deep dumpsite

The dumpsite, placed east of Bornholm, has a water depth of 70 to 96m. In 1947 and
additionally in 1952-1965 more than 32.000 tons of CW and more than 11.000 tons of toxic
agents (mostly Mustard gas and Arsenic) were dumped in this region. The hazardous substances
were contained in shells, mines, bombs, drums or containers, so that at least more than 500.000
objects are assumed in this dumpsite.
Because of the high fishing intensity near Bornholm dumpsite many munition objects were
caught by the fishermen. Most of them show high corrosion and were empty. But from 19481992 there were more than 200 injured fishermen reported in Denmark and also in the near
past there were incidents with mustard gas bombs caught by fishermen [1].
In the first use case the DSS should give support for the fishery management, if the dumped
munition and manly the content pouring out of the corroded objects is a risk for the caught fish
and therefore also for the consumers.

Fig. 2: Chemical munition in Bornholm Deep
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1.1

Object parameters

When a new object was found, the user can enter this object into the database via DSS web
interface. For analysis, this object can be select via map or via the object ID. In this example the
user select the object via map (Fig. 2) from the data base and the DSS fills in the given
parameter for the object (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Object parameters
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1.2

Position of object

Geographical information is provided via direct input of coordinates (which are also taken from
the data base where the object is store with the position), and depending on the coordinates
the DSS fills in the country and the EEZ.

Fig. 4: Position of object

1.3

Object of protection

Now – depending on the users interest – one must select the object of interest for which a risk
should be calculated (in this case the fish).

Fig. 5: Object of protection
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1.4

Environmental data

In the following, the data available for the given position will be read from public databases (e.g.
Helcom, ship traffic maps) or from the data of the project partners. Also the relevant radius are
calculated via the given coordinates.

Fig. 6: Environmental data
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1.5

Result of DSS

Then the DSS computes the report, based on input data and internal databases, results are
presented in the form of comprehensive report, which looks like this:

Fig. 7: Result of DAIMON DSS

The danger level is color-coded. Red indicates a high risk for the object of protection regarding
to the found munition object. Orange means medium high risk, yellow means medium risk and
green means low/no risk.
The report summarises the results of the analysis and provides an assignment of risk level
automatically. The Assumed object color itself is red (1 in Fig. 7), because it´s a chemical bomb
www.daimonproject.com
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with 100kg of Sulphur mustard, but the status of corrosion is low, the munition is intact (Object
color = green, 2 in Fig. 7) and the green Estimated color of environmental impact (3 in Fig. 7)
leads to the green Overall color (4 in Fig. 7) result. This is true for the object of protection in case
of leakage (5 in Fig. 7), but for detonation, the Color of object of protection (6 in Fig. 7) is yellow,
because the munition in this use case is armed and so there is a medium risk for a detonation.
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1.6

Links to recommendation for action and legal aspects

Based on the location, following recommendations are proposed, and legal restraints in a given
area presented.

Fig. 8: Recommendation for action
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2. Gdansk Deep, chemical munition

Fig. 9: Map of Gdansk dumpside showing the findings of the previous CHEMSEA project

The Gdansk deep is a relative small dump side with only several tonnes of chemical munition
alongside conventional munition. The depth of this area varies between 80m and 100m, is
covered with mud and clayey mud and the sedimentation rate could cause a covering of object
by at least 11cm of sediment [2]. In the previous CHEMSEA project indications of chemical
weapon dumping was found at the former unofficial dumping sites of the Gdansk Deep. Half of
the samples analysed were confirmed for pollution with CWA (at least Sulphur mustard) and
mean arsenic concentration was also elevated in comparison to the reference area [3]
The use case for the Gdansk Deep is the finding of an object with chemical munition. The
munition is not armed, medium corroded with a leakage at the top and bedded with sediment.
The user of the DSS wants to know the risk of this objects for fish in a radius of 100m.

.
Fig. 10: Chemical munition in Gdansk Deep
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2.1

Object parameters

When a new object was found, the user can enter this object into the database via DSS web
interface. For analysis, this object can be select via map or via the object ID. In this example the
user select the object via map (Fig. 10) from the data base and the DSS fills in the given
parameter for the object (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Object parameter
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2.2

Position of object

Geographical information is provided via direct input of coordinates (which are also taken from
the data base where the object is store with the position), and depending on the coordinates
the DSS fills in the country and the EEZ.

Fig. 12: Position of object

2.3

Object of protection

Now – depending on the users interest – one must select the object of interest for which a risk
should be calculated (in this case the fish).

Fig. 13: Object of protection
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2.4

Environmental data

In the following, the data available for the given position will be read from public databases (e.g.
Helcom, ship traffic maps) or from the data of the project partners. Also the relevant radius are
calculated via the given coordinates.

Fig. 14: Environmental data
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2.5

Result of DSS

Then the DSS computes the report, based on input data and internal databases, results are
presented in the form of comprehensive report, which looks like this:

2

1

Fig. 15: Result of DAIMON DSS

The Assumed object color itself is red, because it´s a chemical bomb with 100kg of Tabun,
furthermore the munition is highly corroded, so the Overall color is also red. The Estimated color
of environmental impact is green, because the environment causes no further impact on the
corrosion, even the munition is already damaged. Because of the not intact munition, the
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leakage at the top, the distance to object of protection more 100m and the fact, that the
munition was not armed the color for leakage and explosion (1 in Fig. 15) is also green. But the
unclear situation, if the whole amount of CWA is vanished, the DSS gives the recommendation
of Monitoring, Limitation and No fishing (2 in Fig. 15).
2.6

Links to recommendation for action and legal aspects

Based on the location, following recommendations are proposed, and legal restraints in a given
area presented.

Fig. 16: Link to legal aspects
2.2 Monitoring
Monitoring dumpsites is useful for several reasons. For newly discovered dumpsites, conducting complex hydrogeological
investigations to identify munitions in the area and determine the level of environmental contamination is central to creating a
comprehensive response strategy. Collecting data through underwater surveys, mapping, sediment testing, and modelling
extrapolates risk factors for the environment and human health. Monitoring operations can also determine how environmental and
oceanological factors affect corrosion rates, leakage, degradation, and the spread of contaminants. This can inform other
management strategies by identifying and prioritizing the most urgent and dangerous locations and munitions for remediation. This
allows policymakers to deploy funding and resources to the greatest possible advantage.
For known dumpsites, the continued monitoring of “hot spots” (such as Bornholm and Skaggerrak) provides scientists and
government officials with valuable and up-to-date information on the evolving threats and future challenges. This documents serious
changes or developments in corrosion and release, while also providing new generations of students with hands-on training and
education opportunities. Monitoring operations can also provide information to local authorities who can then advertise warnings to
fishermen, first responders, and the general public. Therefore, establishing monitoring operations allows for the steady growth of
expertise and the dissemination of knowledge about underwater munitions to future generations. It warns people who might not have
been aware of the dangers.
Monitoring underwater munitions can impact various economic sectors as well. Mapping dumpsites and creating inventories of
possible munitions and degradation products is useful for offshore economic expansion in the energy sector, particularly if oil and
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gas pipelines (like Nord Stream) will transect known dumping grounds or if wind farms and other renewable energy infrastructures
are constructed. Having an extensive archive of information will aid in the planning stages and avoid potential disasters. The same
benefits apply to marine transportation, including infrastructure expansion at port facilities or bridges for vehicular and pedestrian
traffic. Monitoring dumpsites also aides fishermen because it provides evidence to establish pollution and contamination regulations
for seafood or restrict activities in a particular location.

2.3 Limitation of Certain Actions
Limiting economic activity will affect offshore construction projects involving renewable energy or oil and gas pipelines, as well as
transportation infrastructure development. However, limiting actions in dumping areas, such as Bornholm will primarily affect
fisheries. In the early 1990s, restrictions around Bornholm Island were put in place and this corresponded to a decrease in the
number of reported incidents. Although there are still gaps in the reporting system and many other contributing environmental factors
that explain the decreasing totals (such as better technologies and changes in the abundance of fish), restricting fishing is a useful
preventative measure.
Limiting public access to shorelines or specific areas at sea protects public safety. This is especially the case for tourists and beachgoers, who face the direct risk of encountering sea-dumped munitions in the form of white phosphorus. Although raising public
awareness in the form of leaflets and hot spots can be sufficient in some cases, there are instances in which the complete closure of
parts of the beach is necessary to guarantee one’s safety. By limiting beach-goers and recreational divers’ access to these parts,
local governments or responsible organizations can further analyse the presence of these materials and assess the risks to humans
(and the marine environment) without negatively affecting people’s probability of getting in touch with these harmful materials
(HELCOM, 2013).
The limitations of this management strategy include the associated risks of leaving munitions to degrade and corrode on the seafloor,
as well as the potential of fishermen, private companies, and tourists ignoring the restrictions and warnings altogether. This
management strategy potentially reduces the risks of contact but it does not eliminate it.

Fig. 17: Recommendation for action
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3. German coastal waters, conventional munition
One of the main dump sides in the German coastal water is the Kolberger Heide. It´s placed
northeast of the Kieler Außenförde in the Kiel Bay and is declared as ‘contaminated’ in official
sea maps. The dump side has a expansion of about 12 km² and a water depth between 5 and 18
m [4].
In WW I and II 8,000 torpedo heads and 10,000 sea mines were dumped in the Kolberger Heide.
In this region there are important shipping routes e.g. the ‘Kiel-Fehmarnbelt’ near to Heidkate,
so in the chosen use case the user wants to know the risk for the ship traffic regarding to a new
found object.

Abb. 18: Conventional Munition in Kiel Bay

3.1

Object parameters

When a new object was found, the user can enter this object into the database via DSS web
interface. For analysis, this object can be select via map or via the object ID. In this example the
user select the object via map (Fig. 17) from the data base and the DSS fills in the given
parameter for the object (Fig. 18).
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Abb. 19: Object parameters
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3.2

Position of object

Geographical information is provided via direct input of coordinates (which are also taken from
the data base where the object is store with the position), and depending on the coordinates
the DSS fills in the country and the EEZ.

Abb. 20: Position of object

3.3

Object of protection

Now – depending on the users interest – one must select the object of interest for which a risk
should be calculated (in this case the ship trafic).

Fig. 21: Object of protection

3.4

Environmental data

In the following, the data available for the given position will be read from public databases (e.g.
Helcom, ship traffic maps) or from the data of the project partners. Also the relevant radius are
calculated via the given coordinates.
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Fig. 22: Environmental data
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3.5

Result of DSS

Then the DSS computes the report, based on input data and internal databases, results are
presented in the form of comprehensive report, which looks like this:

Fig. 23: Result of DAIMON DSS

The Overall color of the risk for the ship traffic regarding to the munition object is yellow, so
there is a medium risk depending on the risk for detonation (munition is armed and intact, so a
detonation could be possible) and the low distance between the object and the object of
protection. Depending on manly medium risk, the DSS give advice to monitor the found object,
because it´s in the main ship traffic route of Kiel.
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3.6

Links to recommendation for action and legal aspects

Based on the location, following recommendations are proposed, and legal restraints in a given
area presented.

Fig. 24: Recommentation for action

Fig. 25: Link to legal aspects
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4. Skagerrak, wreck with chemical munition

Fig. 26: Wreck in Skagerrak with chemical munition

In 1945 Norwegian authorities gave permission to dump ships loaded with captured chemical
munition at depth of 600-700 m in an area of about 14 km x 4 km 19 -25 nautical miles southeast of Arendal. Also in 1947/1948 two ships were dumped in the deep water (1000 m depth) of
the Norwegian Sea (Fig. 26). In total 38 sunken ships with all kinds of agents (mostly mustard
and arsenic containing agents, 3 ships with tabun) are reported for the Skagerrak region. So at
least 170,000 tons of chemical and conventional munition.

Fig. 27: Wreck in Skagerrak with chemical munition

For the use case example a wreck in the Skagerrak region was taken to check the risk for the
fishermen, because in this region there is a high fishing intensity. Out of the VRAKA simulation,
the object is color-coded red.
4.1

Object parameters

When a new object was found, the user can enter this object into the database via DSS web
interface. For analysis, this object can be select via map or via the object ID. In this example the
user select the object via map (Fig. 27) from the data base. The chosen object is a wrack and
wracks were calculated via the VRAKA model. Therefore, in this case the DSS gives back a color
of the object calculated by the model model (Fig. 28).
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Fig. 28: Object color out of the VRAKA model

4.2

Position of object

Geographical information is provided via direct input of coordinates (which are also taken from
the data base where the object is store with the position), and depending on the coordinates
the DSS fills in the country and the EEZ.

Fig. 29: Position of object

4.3

Object of protection

Now – depending on the users interest – one must select the object of interest for which a risk
should be calculated (in this case the fishermen).

Fig. 30: Object of protection
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4.4

Environmental data

In the following, the data available for the given position will be read from public databases (e.g.
Helcom, ship traffic maps) or from the data of the project partners. Also the relevant radius are
calculated via the given coordinates.

Fig. 31: Environmental parameter
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4.5

Result of DSS

Then the DSS computes the report, based on input data and internal databases, results are
presented in the form of comprehensive report, which looks like this:

Fig. 32: Results of DAIMON DSS

Even if the status of the object is red (calculated from the VRAKA model), the DSS calculate a
low risk for the Overall color. This depends on the distance between object and object of
protection and the environmental data (green), so No action is necessary regarding to the
fishermen.
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4.6

Links to recommendation for action and legal aspects

Based on the location, following recommendations are proposed, and legal restraints in a given
area presented.

Fig. 33: Link to recommentation for action
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5. Gulf of Finland, conventional munition
Historical data shows that about 60,000 naval mines were dumped into the Gulf of Finland
during the postwar decades, although no chemical weapons are reportedly present there. In the
Gulf of Finland there are more mines than in almost any other sea area in the world. The
metallic shells housing more than 50,000 tonnes of chemicals such as TNT and mustard gas. It is
estimated, that most of the shells are corroded over the past years [5].

Fig. 34: Conventional munition in Gulf of Finland

5.1

Object parameters

When a new object was found, the user can enter this object into the database via DSS web
interface. For analysis, this object can be select via map or via the object ID. In this example the
user select the object via map (Fig. 32) from the data base and the DSS fills in the given
parameter for the object (Fig. 33).
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Fig. 35: Object parameters
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5.2

Position of object

Geographical information is provided via direct input of coordinates (which are also taken from
the data base where the object is store with the position), and depending on the coordinates
the DSS fills in the country and the EEZ

Fig. 36: Position of object

5.3

Object of protection

Now – depending on the users interest – one must select the object of interest for which a risk
should be calculated (in this case the tourist).

Fig. 37: Object of protection
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5.4

Environmental data

In the following, the data available for the given position will be read from public databases (e.g.
Helcom, ship traffic maps) or from the data of the project partners. Also the relevant radius are
calculated via the given coordinates.

Fig. 38: Environmental data
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5.5

Result of DSS

Then the DSS computes the report, based on input data and internal databases, results are
presented in the form of comprehensive report, which looks like this:

Fig. 39: Result of DAIMON DSS

Because of the status of the object (Object color = green), the distance between object and
object of protection and the environmental data (green), the Overall color for the risk is also
green and No action is necessary.
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5.6

Links to recommendation for action and legal aspects

Based on the location, following recommendations are proposed, and legal restraints in a given
area presented.

Fig. 40: Link to recommendation for action
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6. Wreck with conventional munition

Fig. 41: Conventional munition in wreck

For this use case a wreck in Skagerrak filled with conventional munition was selected to analyse
the risk for the flora and fauna.
6.1

Object parameters

When a new object was found, the user can enter this object into the database via DSS web
interface. For analysis, this object can be select via map or via the object ID. In this example the
user select the object via map (Fig. 41) from the data base. The chosen object is a wrack and
wracks were calculated via the VRAKA model. Therefore, in this case the DSS gives back a color
of the object calculated by the model model (Fig. 42).
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Fig. 42: Object parameters

6.2

Position of object

Geographical information is provided via direct input of coordinates (which are also taken from
the data base where the object is store with the position), and depending on the coordinates
the DSS fills in the country and the EEZ.

Fig. 43: Position of object
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6.3

Object of protection

Now – depending on the users interest – one must select the object of interest for which a risk
should be calculated (in this case the flora/fauna).

Fig. 44: Object of protection
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6.4

Environmental data

In the following, the data available for the given position will be read from public databases (e.g.
Helcom, ship traffic maps) or from the data of the project partners. Also the relevant radius are
calculated via the given coordinates.

Fig. 45: Environmental data
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6.5

Result of DSS

Then the DSS computes the report, based on input data and internal databases, results are
presented in the form of comprehensive report, which looks like this:

Fig. 46: Result of DAIMON DSS
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6.6

Links to recommendation for action and legal aspects

Based on the location, following recommendations are proposed, and legal restraints in a given
area presented.

Fig. 47: Link to recommendation for action
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7. Conclusion
In summery it could be shown that, a wide variety of scenarios could be analysed using the DSS
and an automated risk report could be produced. No prior technical knowledge is required for
operation, as the DSS user interface is designed in such a way that people from different
specialist areas and administrations can operate the DSS simply and intuitively.
The first alpha version of the system is available on:
https://dssi.in.tu-clausthal.de
For lock-in rights or further questions, please contact:
Prof. Matthias Reuter, matthias.reuter@tu-clausthal.de
Dr. Sabine Bohlmann, sabine.bohlmann@tu-clausthal.de
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